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Abstract

The objective of this study is to give an empirical evidence of relationship between features of ownership structures and dividend disbursement in context of bird in the hand and catering theories. The study uses 241 listed firms as the sample, which were drawn from Indonesia Stock Exchange during the period from 2010 to 2015. Under condition that dividend policy is not moderated by ownership features, dividend policy for firms with multi-institutional, single institutional, and state are fit in context of bird in the hand theory and catering theory. Under condition that dividend policy is moderated by ownership features, this study finds that dividend policy for firms with state ownership is not fit both in context of bird in the hand theory and catering theory. Specifically, the study finds that firms with features of: (1) multi-institutional, single individual, and public; (2) multi-institutional, multi-individual, and public; and (3) single institutional, and public are fit with bird in the hand theory. Furthermore, this study finds that catering theory is not fit for firms with basic features of multi-institutional and state ownership, but it is fit for firms with features of single institutional, single individual, and public ownership.
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INTRODUCTION

Generally, dividend policy by public firms empirically is one of some factors, which can trigger the movement of shares in capital market (Aharony & Swary, 1980; La Porta, De Silanes, Shleifer, & Vishny, 2000; Al-Yahyaee, Pham, & Walter, 2011). Dreman and Lufkin (2000), and Baker and Wurgler (2007) prove that dividend is a better signal as a good news that affects the psychology of investors to react on firm shares in capital market. Baker and Wurgler (2004a) propose that dividend disbursement is a policy, which addresses whether firms should distribute the retained earnings to shareholders or not. Normally, firms decide to not distribute earnings, because they want to fund investment requirements or other interests (Budiarso, 2017).

Some empirical evidences show that the major theories as determinants of dividend disbursement are catering and bird in the hand. The studies of Baker and Wurgler (2004a, 2004b), Li and Lie (2006), Polk and Sapienza (2009), Hui and Li (2014), Pontoh (2015), and Budiarso and Pontoh (2016) emphasize that catering is the main cause for the firms to distribute earnings in form of dividend for shareholders in condition shareholders create higher demand on firm shares in capital market. Reversely, Modigliani and Miller (1958), Easterbrook (1984), Ozuomba, Anichebe, and Okoye (2016), and Reyna (2017) suggest that dividend as bird in the hand shall be distributed by firms with the
aim to maximize the wealth of shareholders (Modigliani & Miller, 1958; Easterbrook, 1984; Ozuomba, Anichebe, & Okoye, 2016; Reyna, 2017). Furthermore, there are additional evidences that show that ownership features have relationship with dividend policy. The features of ownership are family ownership (La Porta, De Silanes, Shleifer, & Vishny, 2000), state (Gugler, 2003; Lin, Chen, & Tsai, 2017), institutional (Wei, Wu, Li, & Chen, 2011; Reyna, 2017), and individual (Bohren, Josefsen, & Steen, 2012). The local study of Saerang and Pontoh (2016) shows that public firms in Indonesia have many features of ownership.

The objective of this study is to examine whether ownership features have moderating effect on determining dividend disbursement in assumptions of bird in the hand and catering theories. To meet this objective, the study uses return on equity and earnings per share as the proxy of bird in the hand, while share price used as the proxy to detect catering. Also, this study develops the types of ownership by Saerang and Pontoh (2016) in case to confirm the role of ownership features on dividend policy.

This study finds that ownership features play a significant role for firms with multi-institutional to distribute dividend, although it is not because of catering, while firms with single institutional as the basic feature mostly because of catering. Reversely, ownership features play an insignificant role in determining dividend policy. The further details for this study proceed as follows: section 1 reviews the relevant literatures, section 2 describes the research methods of this study, section 3 provides the results of analysis and discussion, and last section concludes.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

Bird in the hand is normally used as a theory to explain the dividend policy. Easterbrook (1984) proves that wealth of shareholders improvement is the main reason, which underlies the bird in the hand theory. Easterbrook (1984) also explains that paying dividend is a better strategy to align the interests between shareholders and insiders. Bhattacharya (1979) and Easterbrook (1984) explain that dividends can be assumed as bird in the hand as long as the investors (or shareholders) do not re-invest the dividends or do not sell their shares in the capital market. The factor, which has close relationship with the concept of bird in the hand, is profitability and is considered as an indicator to amplify the dividend policy with the aim to improve the welfare of shareholders. The studies of Lintner (1956), Denis and Osobov (2008), and Farrukh, Irshad, Khakwani, Ishaque, and Ansari (2017) show that profitability is significant for public firms to determine their dividend policy.

Furthermore, Baker and Wurgler (2004a, 2004b) propose catering theory to explain firm dividend policy. Baker and Wurgler (2004a, 2004b) explain that catering theory focuses on a relationship between insiders and investors where firms shall distribute their dividends only when investors over-value their shares in capital market. Baker and Wurgler (2004a, 2004b) confirm that catering theory focuses on investor's psychology or sentiment where investors will react when firms announce dividend distributions in condition they are uninformed. This finding is similar with the findings of Dreman and Lufkin (2000), Li and Zhao (2008), Polk and Sapienza (2009), Pontoh (2015), and Budiars and Pontoh (2016). Li and Lie (2006) emphasize that firms shall have undervalue shares as consequences while they do not distribute dividends to investors. Reversely, Denis and Osobov (2008) argue that catering or sentiment is not a determinant of dividend policy since firms tend to pay dividends, because they are more large, more profitable, and more mature.

Furthermore, the evidences show that ownership features have a relationship with dividend policy in some countries, such as Germany (Gugler & Yurtoglu, 2003), Norway (Bohren, Josefsen, & Steen, 2012), Indonesia (Saerang & Pontoh, 2016), China (Lin, Chen, & Tsai, 2017), and Mexico (Reyna, 2017). Gugler and Yurtoglu (2003) show that most of firms in Germany commonly have high concentrated ownership structure. They show that the interest of second largest shareholder often does not align with the main largest owner, especially to decide on dividend policy.
Bohren, Josefsen, and Steen (2012) find that most Norwegian firms, which are controlled by insiders, generally pay higher dividends rather than firms controlled by outsiders. Saerang and Pontoh (2016) show that Indonesian firms with individuals and/or public ownership whether they are larger or smaller tend to distribute dividends, because of other intentions, but firms with institutional and/or state ownership tend to distribute dividends because it is an obligation to shareholders or the term to avoid the internal conflict with shareholders. Lin, Chen, and Tsai (2017) show that Chinese firms, which are controlled by the state, tend to pay higher dividends in a circumstance they have high information asymmetry relative to firms, which are not controlled by the state. Reyna (2017) shows that most of the Mexican firms, which are dominated by family, tend to decrease dividend relative to firms, which are dominated by institutional shareholders.

2. METHODS

The study selected 241 listed firms with the help of purposive sampling, which is drawn from Indonesia Stock Exchange (www.idx.co.id) during the period from 2010 until 2015. The sample for this study does not include finance sector and property, real estate, and building construction sector and should meet some criteria as follows: (1) publicly issued audited financial report for the observed period; (2) providing complete performance report; and (3) firm is not a delisted firm in the capital market.

After developing the ownership structure of Saerang and Pontoh (2016), this study identifies that the ownership features for Indonesian firms are as follows: (1) single institutional and public; (2) multi-institutional, single individual, and public; (3) multi institutional, and public; (4) single institutional, single individual, and public; (5) state and public; (6) multi or single individual, single institutional, and public; (7) state, multi or single institutional, single individual, and public; and (8) multi institutional, multi-individual, and public. The study categorizes the 8 ownership features into 3 main groups based on dominant ownership in those features, which are: (1) multi-institutional; (2) single institutional; and (3) state. Table 1 presents the features of ownerships and their basic features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature of ownerships</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Basic features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single institutional, public</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>– √ –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-institutional, single individual, public</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>√ – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-institutional, public</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>√ – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single institutional, single individual, public</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>– √ –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State, public</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>– – √</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contains of multi/single individual, single institutional, public</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>– √ –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contains of state, multi/single institutional, single individual, public</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>√ √ –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-institutional, multi-individual, public</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>√ – –</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table reports the features of ownership structures of the firms. The basic features are as follows: 1 is multi-institutional; 2 is single institutional; and 3 is state.

The dependent variable of this study is a dividend policy, which is measured by firms as dividend payers (1) and firms as non dividend payers (0). To be categorized as dividend payers, firms at least must pay dividend more than 0 (on average) to shareholders during the observed period of the study. The independent variables for this study are: (1) return on equity (symbolized by ROE); (2) earnings per share (symbolized by EPS); (3) share price (symbolized by SP); and (4) features of the ownership structures. The return on equity and earnings per share are the indicators of profitability and proxies for testing bird in the hand theory, while share price is a proxy for testing the catering theory.

The return on equity is calculated by the ratio of net income over total equity, earnings per share is calculated by ratio of net income over the outstanding shares, and share price is measured by closing market price at the end of each year, whereas the features of the ownership structures are set to dummy based on category in Table 1. This study normalizes variables of return on equity, earnings per share, and share price with natural logarithm as they have different measurements. This study conducts the multinomial regression for hypotheses testing at the significance level of 0.05. In order to improve the results, this study includes the
features of the ownership structures as a moderator for variables of return on equity, earnings per share, and share price. The regression models for this study are noted as follows:

1. Multi-institutional ownership as the basic feature of ownership structures

\[
\gamma = \alpha + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \beta_3 X_3 + \beta_4 X_4 + \beta_5 X_5 + \\
+ \beta_6 X_6 + \beta_7 X_7 + \beta_8 X_8 + \beta_9 X_9 + \beta_{10} X_{10} + \\
+ \beta_{11} X_{11} + \beta_{12} X_{12} + \beta_{13} X_{13} + \beta_{14} X_{14} + \\
+ \beta_{15} X_{15} + \beta_{16} X_{16} + \beta_{17} X_{17} + \beta_{18} X_{18} + \\
+ \beta_{19} X_{19} + \epsilon, \tag{1}
\]

where $X_1$ is return on equity; $X_2$ is earnings per share; $X_4$ is multi-institutional, single individual, and public (ownership feature type 2); $X_5$ is multi-institutional, and public (ownership feature type 3); $X_6$ is state, multi/single individual, single institutional, single institutional, and public (ownership feature type 7); $X_7$ is multi-institutional, multi-individual, and public (ownership feature type 8); $X_8$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 2; $X_9$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 3; $X_{10}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 4; $X_{11}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 5; $X_{12}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 6; $X_{13}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 7; $X_{14}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 8; $X_{15}$ is earnings per share moderated by ownership feature type 2; $X_{16}$ is earnings per share moderated by ownership feature type 3; $X_{17}$ is earnings per share moderated by ownership feature type 4; $X_{18}$ is earnings per share moderated by ownership feature type 5; $X_{19}$ is earnings per share moderated by ownership feature type 6; and $\epsilon$ is standard error.

2. Single institutional ownership as the basic feature of ownership structures

\[
\gamma = \alpha + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \beta_3 X_3 + \beta_4 X_4 + \beta_5 X_5 + \\
+ \beta_6 X_6 + \beta_7 X_7 + \beta_8 X_8 + \beta_9 X_9 + \beta_{10} X_{10} + \\
+ \beta_{11} X_{11} + \beta_{12} X_{12} + \beta_{13} X_{13} + \beta_{14} X_{14} + \\
+ \beta_{15} X_{15} + \beta_{16} X_{16} + \beta_{17} X_{17} + \beta_{18} X_{18} + \\
+ \beta_{19} X_{19} + \epsilon, \tag{2}
\]

where $X_1$ is return on equity; $X_2$ is earnings per share; $X_3$ is share price; $X_4$ is single institutional, and public (ownership feature type 1); $X_5$ is single institutional, single individual, and public (ownership feature type 4); $X_6$ is multi/single individual, single institutional, and public (ownership feature type 6); $X_7$ is state, multi/single institutional, single individual, and public (ownership feature type 7); $X_{14}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 1; $X_{15}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 4; $X_{16}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 6; $X_{17}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 7; $X_{18}$ is earnings per share moderated by ownership feature type 1; $X_{19}$ is earnings per share moderated by ownership feature type 4; $X_{20}$ is earnings per share moderated by ownership feature type 6; $X_{21}$ is earnings per share moderated by ownership feature type 7; and $\epsilon$ is standard error.

3. State ownership as the basic feature of ownership structures

\[
\gamma = \alpha + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \beta_3 X_3 + \beta_4 X_4 + \\
+ \beta_5 X_5 + \beta_6 X_6 + \beta_7 X_7 + \beta_8 X_8 + \beta_9 X_9 + \epsilon, \tag{3}
\]

where $X_1$ is return on equity; $X_2$ is earnings per share; $X_3$ is share price; $X_4$ is state and public (ownership feature type 1); $X_5$ is state, multi/single institutional, single individual, and public (ownership feature type 4); $X_6$ is multi/single individual, single institutional, and public (ownership feature type 6); $X_7$ is state, multi/single institutional, single individual, and public (ownership feature type 7); $X_{14}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 1; $X_{15}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 4; $X_{16}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 6; $X_{17}$ is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 7; $X_{18}$ is share price moderated by ownership feature type 1; $X_{19}$ is share price moderated by ownership feature type 4; $X_{20}$ is share price moderated by ownership feature type 6; $X_{21}$ is share price moderated by ownership feature type 7; and $\epsilon$ is standard error.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Do ownership features have a role to realize the bird in the hand?

Under condition that profitability is not moderated by ownership features, Table 2 shows that return on equity ($\chi$) for Eq. 1 and Eq. 3 is positive and significant, which means that firms as
dividend payers with multi-institutional ownership and dividend payers with state ownership shall pay dividends when their return on equity \( (\chi_1) \) increases relative to firms as non-dividend payers. As for earnings per share \( (\chi_2) \), Table 2 shows that Eq. 2 shows positive and significant value at 0.05 which means that firms as dividend payers with single institutional ownership as the basic features shall pay dividends when earnings per share \( (\chi_2) \) increases relative to firms as non-dividend payers. Based on those results, the findings imply that firms with basic features of multi-institutional, single institutional, and public ownership generally have possibility to realize dividends to their shareholders only in case their profitability increases. Regardless of the assumption of clientele effect, those results are still consistent with bird in the hand theory, as suggested by Lintner (1956), Bhattacharya (1979), Easterbrook (1984), Denis and Osobov (2008), and Farrukh, Irshad, Khakwani, Ishaque, and Ansari (2017).

Under condition that profitability is moderated by ownership features, the findings show that bird in the hand is not fully realized, since the ownership features play the role to determine dividend policy. In Eq. 1, Table 2 shows that the results of moderated return on equity \( (\chi_1\chi_4, \chi_1\chi_5, \chi_1\chi_7) \) are negative and significant. These results imply that dividend disbursement will decrease if return on equity increases, especially for firms with such features as: (1) multi-institutional, single individual, and public; (2) multi-institutional, and public; and (3) multi-institutional, multi-individual, and public. Furthermore, Table 2 shows that the results for moderated earnings per share \( (\chi_2\chi_4, \chi_2\chi_5) \) in Eq. 1 are positive and significant. The results imply that dividend (bird in the hand) will be realized in case the earnings per share increases, especially for firms with ownership features: (1) multi-institutional, single individual, and public; and (2) multi-institutional, multi-individual, and public. Notice the work of Modigliani and Miller (1958), the circumstances on Eq. 1 are reasonable in assumptions when these firms retain the earnings for investment activities in preference of cost of capital and realize the dividend (or bird in the hand) through earnings per share, since the insiders have an access to attribute earnings for each share of shareholders. Also, Table 2 shows that moderated return on equity \( (\chi_1\chi_4) \) in Eq. 2 is positive and significant, which implies that firms with single institutional and public ownership shall realize their dividends when profitability increases. Commonly, the results in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 are supporting the findings of Saerang and Pontoh (2016), and Reyna (2017), where firms with institutional ownership normally pay dividends for their shareholders when profitability increases. Supporting the finding of Lin, Chen, and Tsai (2017), Table 2 shows that moderated return on equity \( (\chi_1\chi_4) \) and moderated earnings per share \( (\chi_2\chi_5) \) in Eq. 3 are insignificant, which implies that firms under management of state are not affected by ownership features in decision of dividend disbursements for shareholders.

### Table 2. Testing of dividend policy by each basic feature of ownership structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>Eq. 1</th>
<th>Eq. 2</th>
<th>Eq. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>−4.686</td>
<td>−3.477</td>
<td>−3.647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_1 )</td>
<td>0.541*</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.149*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_2 )</td>
<td>−0.078</td>
<td>0.151*</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_3 )</td>
<td>0.721*</td>
<td>0.550*</td>
<td>0.578*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_4 )</td>
<td>3.366</td>
<td>−0.257</td>
<td>25.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_5 )</td>
<td>1.281</td>
<td>−4.089*</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_6 )</td>
<td>−24.485</td>
<td>−9.876*</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_7 )</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>−25.693</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_8 )</td>
<td>−1.819*</td>
<td>0.493*</td>
<td>−0.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_9 )</td>
<td>−0.435*</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_{10} )</td>
<td>8.086</td>
<td>1.112</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_{11} )</td>
<td>−1.369*</td>
<td>8.611</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_{12} )</td>
<td>1.188*</td>
<td>−0.258</td>
<td>−0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_{13} )</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>−0.263</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_{14} )</td>
<td>−5.637</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_{15} )</td>
<td>0.730*</td>
<td>−5.866</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_{16} )</td>
<td>−0.549</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>−0.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_{17} )</td>
<td>−0.206</td>
<td>0.725*</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_{18} )</td>
<td>5.984</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi_{19} )</td>
<td>−0.018</td>
<td>6.155</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table reports the results of multinomial regression on testing the dividend policy by each basic feature of ownership structures, where the reference category for comparison is firms as non-dividend payers (code 0). The dependent variable \( y \) is dividend policy measured with dummy, where firms as dividend payers are coded by 1, and firms as non-dividend payers are coded by 0. In Eq. 1, \( \chi_1 \) is return on equity; \( \chi_2 \) is earnings per share; \( \chi_3 \) is share price; \( \chi_4 \) is multi-institutional, single individual, and public (ownership feature type 2); \( \chi_5 \) is multi-institutional, and public (ownership feature type 3); \( \chi_6 \) is state, multi/single institutional, single individual, and public (ownership feature type 7); \( \chi_7 \) is multi-institutional, multi-individual, and public (ownership feature type 8); \( \chi_8 \) is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 2; \( \chi_9 \) is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 3; \( \chi_{10} \) is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 7; \( \chi_{11} \) is return on equity moderated by ownership feature type 8; \( \chi_{12} \) is earnings per
share moderated by ownership feature type 2; \( \chi X_4 \) is earnings per share moderated by ownership feature type 3; \( \chi X_6 \) is earnings per share moderated by ownership feature type 7; \( \chi X_8 \) is earnings per share moderated by ownership feature type 8; \( \chi X_{10} \) is share price moderated by ownership feature type 2; \( \chi X_3 \) is share price moderated by ownership feature type 3; \( \chi X_5 \) is share price moderated by ownership feature type 7; \( \chi X_9 \) is share price moderated by ownership feature type 8; and \( \epsilon \) is standard error. The figure of * indicates statistical significance at 0.05.

Under condition that share price is moderated by ownership features, Table 2 shows that catering theory is not fit for Eq. 1 and Eq. 3, which is inconsistent with Dreman and Lufkin (2000), Baker and Wurgler (2004a, 2004b), Li and Zhao (2008), Polk and Sapienza (2009), Pontoh (2015), and Budiarsio and Pontoh (2016). These results imply that firms with multi-institutional and state ownership are not affected by market reaction, so they shall not cater the shareholders when the shares are overvalued. Reversely, the result of moderated share price \((X_2X_3)\) in Eq. 2 shows that catering theory is fit for firms with single institutional, single individual, and public, ownership which implies that they shall cater the shareholders with dividends if they are overvaluing the firm shares in capital market. On this result, the finding is consistent with Dreman and Lufkin (2000), Baker and Wurgler (2004a, 2004b), Li and Zhao (2008), Polk and Sapienza (2009), Pontoh (2015), and Budiarsio and Pontoh (2016). Table 3 presents the summary of theory implication for each features of ownerships.

### Table 3. Theory implication for each features of ownership structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature of ownerships</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Basic features</th>
<th>Bird in the hand</th>
<th>Catering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single institutional, public</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>- v -</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-institutional, single individual, public</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>v - -</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-institutional, public</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>v - -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single institutional, single individual, public</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>- v -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State, public</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>- v -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contains of multi/ single institutional, single individual, public</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>- v -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contains of state, multi/ single institutional, single individual, public</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>v v -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-institutional, multi-individual, public</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>v - -</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table reports the features of ownership structures of the firms. The basic features are as follows: 1 is multi-institutional; 2 is single institutional; and 3 is state.

### 3.2. Do ownership features have a role to cater the shareholders?

Table 2 shows that the results of share price \((X_2)\) without being moderated by ownership features in Eq. 1, Eq. 2, and Eq. 3 are positive and significant. These results indicate that firms as dividend payers shall pay dividends when share price is increasing relative to firms as non-dividend payers. Those results also confirm that catering theory is fit for these firms, as suggested by Baker and Wurgler (2004a, 2004b). Consistent with Dreman and Lufkin (2000), Li and Zhao (2008), Polk and Sapienza (2009), Pontoh (2015), and Budiarsio and Pontoh (2016), those results imply that firms utilize the investor’s psychology with dividend announcement and so investors put high demand on firm shares in capital market.

### CONCLUSION

The issues around dividend disbursement have become long discussions for many studies in perspective of bird in the hand theory and catering theory. With the aim to give empirical evidence, this study identifies that firms in Indonesia have many features in ownership structures, and relates the facts to those
theories. Commonly, under condition that dividend policy is not moderated by ownership features, the firms with multi-institutional, single institutional, and state ownership shall disburse dividend to shareholders when condition when profitability and share price increase. In other words, dividend policy for these firms is fit with bird in the hand theory and catering theory.

More specifically, the findings show that dividend policy for firms with features of (1) multi-institutional, single individual, and public; (2) multi-institutional, multi-individual, and public; and (3) single institutional, and public is fit with bird in the hand theory. Moreover, this study finds that firms with features of multi-institutional and state ownership are not fit with catering theory, which means that these firms shall not cater shareholders with dividends in case their shares are overvalued. Reversely, firms with features of single institutional, single individual, and public ownership shall cater shareholders with dividends when firm shares in the capital market are overvalued. Uniquely, the firms that were managed by state are not affected by ownership features, which implies that dividend policy for this firm is not fit both in the context of bird in the hand theory and catering theory in realizing dividends for shareholders.
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